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A B S T R A C T

Chameleons (Chamaeleonidae, Reptilia) are known for their extreme sensory and motor adaptations to arboreal
life and insectivoury. They show most distinct sequences of visuo-motor patterns in threat avoidance and in
predation with prey capture being performed by tongue strikes that are unparalleled in vertebrates. Optical
adaptations result in retinal image enlargement and the unique capacity to determine target distance by ac-
commodation cues. Ocular adaptations result in complex eye movements that are context dependent, not in-
dependent, as observed in threat avoidance and predation. In predation, evidence from the chameleons’ capacity
to track multiple targets support the view that their eyes are under individual controls. Eye movements and body
movements are lateralised, with lateralisation being a function of many factors at the population, individual, and
specific-situation levels. Chameleons are considered a potentially important model for vision in non-mammalian
vertebrates. They provide exceptional behavioural tools for studying eye movements as well as information
gathering and analysis. They open the field of lateralisation, decision making, and context dependence. Finally,
chameleons allow a deeper examination of the relationships between their unique visuo-motor capacities and the
central nervous system of reptiles and ectotherms, in general, as compared with mammals.

1. Introduction

Chameleons (Reptilia, Iguania, Chamaeleonidae) are arboreal li-
zards that inhabit forests, savannahs, and steppes. The evolutionary
origins of chameleons are African, yet their current centre of speciation
is Madagascar, with approximately one half of the 200 odd chameleon
species inhabiting this island [1]. Chameleons prey predominately on
insects and display extreme morphological, behavioural, and neural
adaptations to both arboreality and insectivoury. These adaptations are
expressed in body form, motion, body colouration, and sensory systems.
Of the sensory modalities, vision plays the major role in chameleons’
guidance of motion, foraging, prey detection and capture, anti-predator
behaviour, and communication [1].

A chameleon moving slowly through the vegetation, keeps its body
bilaterally compressed and its legs close to the body, while grasping the
branches with its syndactylous toes and its long prehensile tail. The
chameleon’s eyes scan the environment continuously with large am-
plitude eye movements that may span ca. 180° horizontally and ca. 90°

vertically [2–4]. The eyes are extremely large, protrude from their
sockets and are completely covered by skin, with only a frontal aperture
for the pupil visible.

If a chameleon detects a potential threat (e.g., a predator or a large
moving object) it freezes. If the threat approaches, it swings its body so
as to keep to the side of the branch distal to the threat. The motion is
smooth and the branch acts as a visual obstacle between the chameleon
and the threat. Throughout, the chameleon keeps sight of the threat
with one or with both eyes, while its body surface, exposed to the
threat, is reduced by the motion so that only a thin strip of the ventrum
is mostly visible (Fig. 1A, Supplementary movie #1). If the threat
continues to move, the chameleon also moves, keeping its relative po-
sition to the threat unchanged. If the threat approach is fast, the cha-
meleon drops to the ground and attempts to escape by running [5]. In
contrast, if a chameleon detects a prey (e.g., an insect), it responds very
differently. First, it fixates on the prey with one eye, then it swings its
head in the direction of the prey and fixates on the prey with the
contralateral eye as well. If the insect moves, the chameleon tracks it
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with head motion. Its tongue gradually protrudes between the mand-
ibles (initial intrusion, IP) and suddenly strikes at the insect, engulfing
it by the glove-like tongue-pad and drawing it to the mouth (Supple-
mentary movie #2) [6]. If the insect withdraws from the chameleon,
even by a few cm, the tongue is drawn back to the mouth and the hunt
may cease.

Chameleons’ capacities for extreme colour changes are one of their
best known trademarks [7]. It has been demonstrated recently that in
chameleons (the Panther chameleon as a model) rapid changes in
colour (hue) occur by active tuning of the photonic response of a lattice
of small guanine nanocrystals in S-iridophores. The organization of ir-
idophores into superposed layers, constitutes an evolutionary novelty
that allows some species to combine efficient camouflage with specta-
cular display [8].

Chameleons provide several examples of unique behavioural pat-
terns and optical/anatomical structures related to eye and head
movements, visual optics, and the unique relationships between the
visual system, and the tongue system [6]. The threat avoidance and the
predatory behaviour described are both distinct, visually based, and
comprise visual target detection, recognition, and subsequent motor
responses. Both threat avoidance and predatory tongue strikes are ob-
served in chameleons immediately after hatching and thus may be re-
garded as innate, with 'threat' and 'prey' acting as 'releasers' [9].

Here, we discuss unique aspects of vision, optics and lateralization
(asymmetry at the functional/behavioural levels) in chameleons. We
bring evidence that eye movements are 'context dependent' and ad-
vocate the use of chameleons as a model for vision in non-mammalian
vertebrates, complementary to currently used vertebrate models
[10,11].

2. The retina and visual pathways

The retina of chameleons is complex and, in certain aspects, com-
parable to mammals’ [12,13]. It contains no rods and comprises double
cones (max 555−610 nm) and four spectrally distinct classes of single
cones (max 555−610, 480–505, 440–450, and 375–385 nm), all con-
taining oil droplets [14–23]. The isodensity lines for all retinal cells
(ganglion, glial, and displaced amacrine cells) are concentric at the
periphery and become horizontal at the centre, thus forming a 'visual
streak'. Within the streak, there are two foveae, pit like structures with
the highest ganglion densities (Fig. 2) [12], one of which is deep and
convexiclivate [3,24]. Displaced ganglion cells are found distributed
throughout the retina with a slightly lower density in the vicinity of the
foveae and the retinal margin (Fig. 3) [25].

The total number of ganglia in chameleons is ca. 320,000 [12] and
the total number of fibres in the optic nerves is ca. 405,000 [26].
Chameleons’ foveal photoreceptor density is ca. 760,000/mm2 [27], a
value that may be somewhat overestimated [3], and is the highest re-
ported for lizards (e.g., ca. 76,000 photoreceptors/mm2 in the sleepy
lizard) [28]. This density is higher than in humans (98,000–324,000/
mm2), [29,30] and similar to birds (in Sparrows, it is ca., 400,000
/mm2 and in Hawks, regarded as having an exceptionally high acuity, it

is ca. 106 photoreceptors/mm2 [31]).
In the chameleon, one fovea peaks at ca. 13,000 ganglions/mm2 and

the other at ca. 11,000 ganglions /mm2 (Fig. 2). These densities are
somewhat lower than in the sleepy lizards’ (15,500 ganglions/mm2

[32]).
The ratio of cone to ganglion density is a central component in

determining visual acuity, and it is commonly accepted that the lower
the ratio – the higher the acuity. For example, the ratio is ca. 1:1 in
Wagtails (ca.120,000/mm2) [33], 2.6:1 in Pigeons [34], 3.4:1−5.9:1 in
Red‐tailed hawks, Goshawks, Blue jays and Least terns [34], ca. 5:1 in
the Sleepy lizard, and ca. 5:1 in humans [35]. It is therefore most
surprising that the ratio is ca. 58:1 in chameleons (assuming the values
in the literature are valid). From this ratio, one expects chameleons to
have a low visual acuity, yet this is not the case (see 2.1 below). This
opens exciting questions: (i) Is the high ratio related to improved mo-
tion-detection at the retinal level? (ii) Are the ganglions similar in their
function? (iii) Are there unique patterns of photoreceptor/ganglion
connectivity? (iv) How is information modulated at the retinal level?
We hope that future research will elucidate these questions.

As in other reptiles, the chameleons’ retina projects to the dience-
phalon and the midbrain via the optic nerves. The nerves undergo
complete decussation at the optic chiasma [36,37] and terminate in the
optic tectum (OT) and nuclei in the hypothalamus, thalamus, pre-
tectum, and tegmentum [38]. Complete decussation is observed also in
birds and in other ectotherms (fish, amphibians). In vertebrates that
lack cortex (e.g., fish, reptiles), the OT is the centre of visual informa-
tion processing and is in charge of localisation and identification of
prey, avoidance, obstacle detection, and optomotor behaviour. The
midbrain tegmentum is involved in the integration of these functions
and their translation into motor behaviour patterns [39]. In ectotherms,
inter-hemispheric connections, via commissures, are sparse while in
mammals they are substantial, dominated by the corpus callosum
[36,40–42]. The visual system of chameleons exhibits several features
unique to the group, including lack of ipsilateral retinofugal projec-
tions, an additional hypothalamic visual centre, and a nucleus opticus
tegmenti that is exceptionally large, compared with other lizards
[13,26,37,38,43]. In mammals, the optic nerves undergo partial de-
cussation at the chiasm level [44], so that a proportion of the fibres
projects to the contralateral hemisphere and the rest to the ipsilateral
hemisphere.

2.1. Visual acuity

Behavioural visual acuity of the chameleon (C. chameleon) was
tested, using optomotor (OMR) and optokinetic (OKR) responses [45].
OMR relies on the bodily tracking of a moving high contrast grating,
while OKR relies on smooth slow eye movements that match the grat-
ings speed and fast counter motions in the opposite direction (saccades
[46], Supplementary movie #3). Chameleons were tested in a rotating
drum, with gratings of differing frequencies (range 2.6–10.3 cycles per
degree, CPD, for OMR and 3–11.9 CPD for OKR). The drum was illu-
minated from above with four fluorescent light bulbs (225W),

Fig. 1. Threat-avoidance response: a chame-
leon, C. chameleon, (A) on a branch (B) on a
wide pole (C) on a narrow pole, (side views).
The chameleon keeps to the distal side of the
perch/pole, with its ventrum in the direction of
the threat, while viewing the threat mono-
cularly or binocularly (Lustig, et al. 2012,
PlosOne; Lev Ari, et al. 2016; Journal of
Comparative Physiology; With permission).
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providing ca. 1800 lx. In each test, stimuli were initiated with a low
frequency and gradually increased until response ceased. Visual acuity
was positively correlated with eye size: ca. 9 CPD for mature in-
dividuals with eye diameter of 10.1 ± 0.6mm and 5 CPD in newly
hatched individuals, with eye diameter of 3.3 ± 0.13mm (mean ±
SE, N=12 and 10, respectively). The visual acuity of mature chame-
leons was higher than in other reptiles (Loggerhead, Caretta caretta, 6.1
CPD [47]; Midland banded water snake, Nerodia sipedon, 4.25 CPD
[48]; Red eared slider turtle, Pseudemys scripta, 5.6 CPD [49]; and
Sleepy lizard, Tiliqua rugosa, 6.8 CPD [50]).

The OKR responses to stimulus motion in the temporal-to-nasal (TN)
direction were more pronounced compared with stimulus motion in the
nasal-to-temporal (NT). Tauber & Atkin (1968), reported equal sensi-
tivity to both stimulus directions in the African chameleon (Chameleo
melleri) [51]. A higher sensitivity to TN direction was found in teleost
fish (Chaetodon rainfordi) [44], other reptiles [51], chickens (Gallus
domesticus) [53], and rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) [54]. Chameleons
use a sit-and-wait strategy, and once a prey is detected, the chameleon
moves forward toward it and thus OKR suppression by translational
movements ensures that the image of the prey is focused on the retina.

3. Predatory strikes: prey distance & visual-optics

Once prey has been detected, discriminated, and approached, a
chameleon uses a tongue strike to capture it. Visually-guided predatory
strikes are observed among both invertebrates and vertebrates.
Typically, such strikes are rapid and ballistic, i.e., once a strike has
begun no corrections are made. Predatory strikes are performed by the
entire body (e.g., Sandlance, Limnichthyes fasciatus [55]), appendages
(e.g., Mantis shrimp, Lysiosquillina maculate [56]), neck (e.g., Egret,
Egretta spp. [57]), or tongue (e.g., Salamander, Hydromantes italicus
[39]). Because predatory strikes are fast and ballistic, the distance to
the target needs to be determined a priori. This distance is dictated by
reachability. For example, in the Praying mantis, strike distance is

dictated by the length of the predatory forelegs that, in turn, are age
related. Predatory strikes in different species have been the subject of
numerous experimental studies of visual perception and visuo-motor
control. This is due to the high probability of eliciting a response, low
variance in the motor patterns involved, and the capacity of manip-
ulating features such as stimulus motion, distance, size, contrast, etc.

Animals employ different means to judge distance, based on
monocular and/or binocular cues (Monocular: motion parallax, retinal
image size, texture, perspective. Binocular: retinal image disparity,
convergence angle). How precise are the predatory strikes of chame-
leons and what are the cues used to estimate distance? The capacity of
chameleons to precisely estimate prey distance was first established by
Harkness (1977), using Jackson’s chameleons (Chamaeleo jacksoni) [3].
This species has three rostral 'horns' that may be used to hold optical
elements (prisms, lenses) in front of the eyes. Thus, the chameleon’s line
of sight, when taking aim, ran through these elements and could be
manipulated. By using prisms, the prey’s apparent image could be
displaced horizontally, so that the tongue tip did not encounter the real
prey. By using positive or negative lenses the apparent image of the
prey was displaced to being closer or farther, respectively. Using this
ingenious system, it was demonstrated that the tongue is struck to the
precise distance of the prey. From overshooting or undershooting of the
chameleons’ tongue as a function of lens sign and power, it was con-
cluded that distance information is obtained from the accommodation
effort [3,58]. This is a unique manner of distance estimation and is
currently known only in the Sandlance, a small fish that performs fast
strikes at its prey, and shares many optical, visual and behavioural
features with Chameleons (Table 1) [55]. In using accommodation cues
to determine distance, error detection improves as a function of angular
resolution. Indeed, to achieve maximal performance, chameleons have
exceptionally well-developed foveae with an extremely high photo-
receptor density [3]. An additional factor is depth of field, the narrower
it is, the more sensitive it is. Harkness provided an f - number of 5 for
Jackson’s chameleons and noted that pupil diameter changes very little

Fig. 2. Maps of the distribution of ganglion cells in the chameleon retina. The black point represents the optic disc. (A) Isodensity of all cells (ganglion cells, glial
cells, and displaced amacrine cells) sampled every 250 μm over the retinal surface. In the central retina, the outlines became increasingly horizontal forming the
visual streak. (B) The distribution of presumed ganglion cells showing two peak densities in the central retina N: Nasal; T: temporal; D: dorsal; V: ventral; ∗Central
fovea. (C) Density of neurons in the ganglion cell layer plotted at the central visual streak and (D) through the optic disc according to naso-temporal axis (from Hassni
et al. 1997; With permission).
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[3]. However, in the Flap necked chameleon (Chameleo dilepis), Ott
et al., showed a clear pupillary near response with diameter (ca.
2.2 mm) decreasing with increased accommodation and with an f-
number of ca. 3.3 (posterior nodal distance of 7.26mm) [58].

Accurate focusing requires a large image on the retina. Ott and
Schaeffel (1995) demonstrated that the magnification factor in cha-
meleons is ca.15 % higher than in other vertebrates’ eyes, scaled to the
same size [58]. This is achieved by yet another unique optical design of

the lens and the cornea. The chameleons’ crystalline lens has a negative
refractive power and thus enlarges the image [46,55,58,59]. The lens is
almost flat-faced, or slightly biconvex with, most probably, an un-
conventional internal refractive structure [46]. Yet, the only other
known eye of a similar design is that of the abovementioned Sandlance.

The important role of image formation by the lens is accompanied
by a no lesser unique contribution by the cornea. In terrestrial verte-
brates, the cornea bears the greater burden of refraction, being the
interface between two media (air and water) that differ in their re-
fractive indices. Corneal accommodation is well established in birds. In
chameleons, the cornea plays a role in accommodation, a feature un-
known in any other squamates (i.e., lizards and snakes). The evolu-
tionary trend observed in terrestrial vertebrates, of an increase corneal
power and a decrease in lens power, has culminated in chameleons to a
state of a reversal of the sign of the power of the lens and with the
cornea now taking on the major role in accommodation.

Increasing the contribution of the cornea to the total refractive
power of the eye results in shifting the eye’s nodal point forward, to a
position frontal to the eye’s centre of rotation (the nodal point is the
point within the eye through which rays pass without being bent by the
lens). This increases the magnification of the retinal image and well
separates the nodal point from the axis of rotation of the eye. This is a
completely novel design principle that has been described to date only
in chameleons and, yet again, in the Sandlance. Moreover, the above
design results in the capacity to obtain monocular (motion) parallax
cues from eye rotation, without the translation of the animal (when the
eye moves, objects at different distances move across the retina at

Fig. 3. A–C Radial sections of retinas showing the location of
retrogradely labelled displaced ganglion cells. (A) Section of
the central retina (B) peripheral area. Arrows indicate the
monostratified dendritic fields of displaced ganglion cells at
the outer margin of the inner plexiform layer (IPL).
Arrowheads show the axons. The star indicates a labelled cell
with an orthotopic location in the ganglion cell layer. Note
that the first-order dendrites of the orthotopic cell join the
dendritic layer of displaced cells. Cross-section of the retina
with a retrogradely labelled displaced ganglion cell (left) and
the same slice by a Sytox green neutral cell staining to vi-
sualise the cell layers (right). INL Inner nuclear layer, GCL
ganglion cell layer, ONL outer nuclear layer, OPL outer
plexiform layer, TMR tetramethylrhodamine-labelled dextran
amine (from Bellintani Guardia and Ott 2002; With permis-
sion).

Table 1
Features enhanced in, or unique to, chameleons vision and visually-guided
behaviour.

• Camouflage of body and eye, with crystal based integumental colour changesa

• Rapid, accurate prey capture strikes

• Specialised, hyoid based, feeding apparatus, with tongue strikes reaching extreme
velocities and distances

• Extreme ocular mobility

• Between eyes switching of movements

• Crystalline lens with greatly reduced refractive power,a to the point of negative
power – resulting in large retinal image magnification

• Monocular range – finding (accommodation cues)

• Deep convexiclivate fovea, with a high foveal photoreceptor density

• Marked separation between the nodal point of the eye and the axis of rotationa

and a monocular movement parallax possible without eye translationa

• Lateralisation of eye use and body motion

• Visuo-motor patterns are context dependent

• Capacity for monocular tracking of separate targets

a Not known in other lizards. Based in part on [55].
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slightly different speeds, providing a monocular cue for depth dis-
crimination) [60]. This provides the chameleon with the potential ca-
pacity to locate prey and disambiguate it from the background, without
moving the head or body, an advantage to the stealth, frequently sit-
and-wait predatory manner of chameleons.

Along with the aforementioned visual and optical aspects, the pro-
cesses of accommodation and binocular convergence in the predatory
behaviour of chameleons have been studied [24,61]. Accommodation
rate (ca. 60 D/sec), amplitude (ca. 45 D, 45 % of the total refractive
power of the eye), and precision were found to be superior to other
terrestrial vertebrates. Moreover, accommodation was either coupled or
uncoupled between the eyes. Coupled accommodation occurred only
immediately before tongue strike. Uncoupled accommodation occurred
in two situations: (i) During scanning for prey, with one eye accom-
modated and the contralateral eye remaining in a hyperopic, resting
refractive state and with inter-ocular attention switched at ca. 1 Hz; and
(ii) During initial distance estimation [61]. Eye direction in a coupled
convergence was variable to the state that it could serve to improve
precision, but not for matching of corresponding points on the retina,
the basic requirement for stereopsis.

3.1. The chameleon’s tongue

A central component under the chameleon’s strict visual control is
its tongue, the individual’s unique prey catching mechanism. Once a
chameleon has visually detected prey, it moves so as to bring its head
and eyes to a position ensuring the execution of the final, explosive,
tongue strike (Supplementary movie #2). Tongue strike is most sensi-
tive to distance information and the pre-strike stage of initial protrusion
occurs only if prey is at the appropriate distance. If it withdraws, even
by a few cm, the tongue is immediately retracted and the eyes switch to
visual scanning.

While the use of the tongue to capture prey is common among
Iguanian lizards, chameleons are outstanding in their tongue’s muscular
construction, supportive structures, and performance (Fig. 4). Tongue
projection is powered by muscle activity and by elastic recoil, providing
peak mass-specific power output that is 2–3 times that achieved by
muscle alone. In a strike, the tongue length increases by>600 % of the
resting state, projected distance reaches> 2.15 snout-vent body length
of the individual, with maximal acceleration of ca. 490m s−2 and a
maximum velocity of ca. 5.8 m s−1. Chameleons can capture large prey
(lizards, birds) due to a novel prey prehension mechanism with a suc-
tion component and the high viscosity (ca.× 400 times that of human
saliva) of the mucus produced at the chameleon's tongue pad [62–64].

4. Threat avoidance: lateralisation and context dependence

The threat avoidance response, described earlier, raises important
questions: How precise is the avoidance motion? How fast is it? What
are the effects of monocular and binocular viewing of the threat? How
well is the body concealed? Is the hiding motion lateralised? Is eye use
lateralised (i.e., side dependent/asymmetric at the functional/beha-
vioural levels)? To answer but a few of these, researchers manipulated
the direction of an approaching threat (i.e., clockwise or anti-clock-
wise), the viewing of the threat (i.e., monocular or binocular), and the
eye context (role, i.e., leading or following; Fig. 5) [65]. Binocular or
monocular viewing was obtained by controlling pole diameter relative
to the chameleon’s head width. If the pole was wide, only monocular
viewing was possible, whereas if the pole was narrow, both monocular
and binocular viewing were possible (Fig. 1B, C). Eye use, determined
by the duration spent by each eye in viewing the threat and by the
frequencies of eye gaze shifts fits three patterns. Under binocular
viewing, two of the patterns were side dependent (lateralised) and
context dependent, whereas under monocular viewing, no lateralisation
was observed (Supplementary Fig. 1) [65].

The abdomen area exposed in the direction of the threat rapidly
decreases until only a very narrow strip is visible (Fig. 6). To investigate
whether body exposure during threat avoidance is lateralised, changes
in ventral surface exposure, in relation to threat approach direction and
to viewing (monocular/binocular) were studied [66]. The findings
showed that the experimental population comprised a left-biased sub-
group and a right-biased subgroup. The left-biased subgroup exhibited
a higher decrease in body surface exposure to left approaching threat,
weak lateralisation of body exposure under binocular viewing and no
lateralisation under monocular viewing. The right-biased subgroup
exhibited a greater reduction in body surface exposure to right ap-
proaching threat, with strong lateralisation under both monocular and
binocular threat viewing (Supplementary movie #4) [67].

Threat avoidance response allowed the investigation of lateralisa-
tion of both eye use and simultaneous body motion. The results showed
that in the left-biased subgroup, eye use was not lateralised, whereas in
the right-biased subgroup, eye use was lateralised under binocular, but
not monocular viewing. Overall, the right-biased sub-group determined
the lateralisation of the entire group [66].

To explore whether chameleons show lateralisation of eye use and
body motion in performing other tasks, chameleons were required to
make a left or a right detour of an obstacle in a Y-maze, in order to
reach prey. The results showed that eye use was lateralised, with sig-
nificantly longer durations of viewing the target with the right eye,

Fig. 4. An MRI of a chameleon (C. chameleon) portraying the relative size of the head, the eye orbits and the hyoid apparatus. Courtesy Dr. Inbal Biton and Prof. Alon
Harmelin.
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compared with the left eye. During left, but not during right side de-
tours, the durations of viewing the target with the right eye were sig-
nificantly longer than the durations with the left eye [68].

5. Precision of tracking

Animals frequently perform tracking behaviour, such as simulta-
neous tracking of predators and prey. To avoid image blur during
tracking, as in other types of motion, animals keep the image as stable
as possible on the retina, using eye, head, and body motion [69,70]. For
example, a locust (Locusta migratoria) perched on a stem withdraws
from an approaching predator by moving to the opposite side of the
stem. The locust also withdraws from dark, looming, stimuli. Stimuli
that change slow or fast respectively induce slow (< 300°/s) or fast
(> 860°/s) hiding movements, with latencies of 0.2–1.2 s. These results
may indicate that the locust hiding behaviour is a specific goal-directed
type of optomotor behaviour and thus may serve as an image stabilizer
[71].

Chameleons perform avoidance responses from hatching (Fig. 7,
Supplementary movie #5). How precise is body rotation in avoidance?
What are the patterns of body and eye movements? [72]. Avoidance
behaviour was tested as described earlier. The chameleons rotated
smoothly so that the angle their body formed with the threat was po-
sitively and significantly correlated with threat angular position, at
angular velocities of up to, and exceeding, 85°/s (Fig. 8A). These ro-
tation values were as accurate, and faster, than the reported tracking by
spitting cobras (Naja nigricollis) [71,73,74]. The avoidance pattern of
the chameleons resembled motion camouflage strategy of dragonflies in
which the 'shadower' (the dragonfly), imitates the trajectory of a fixed
object on the retina of the 'shadowee' (the prey) [75,76].

A most important aspect was that eye movements were context-de-
pendent. In rotation, the leading eye continuously fixated on the threat
while the following eye continuously scanned the surroundings

(Fig. 8B). The following eye counter-rotated (see time period between 0
and 640ms, Fig. 8B), as in smooth tracking, to compensate for the head
rotation followed by a saccadic gaze change in the opposite direction,
then the leading eye (optomotor response) jumped to follow the threat.
This resembles the frequent switching from one mode (smooth or sac-
cade) to another, observed in stomatopod eye-movement [77].

6. Visual tracking of multiple targets

Among vertebrates, marked differences are found in aspects such as
the position of the eyes in the skull, eye movements, visual fields, and
the underlying neural structures of the visual system. In primates and in
cats, for example, the eyes are frontal with a high degree of visual fields
overlap. However, in most non-mammalian vertebrates (i.e., fish, am-
phibians, reptiles, and birds) the eyes are laterally placed and show a
low degree of visual fields overlap, or no overlap at all [78]. Further-
more, vertebrates vary considerably in their eye movement patterns.
Eye movements may be conjugate, with both eyes moving synchro-
nously in the same direction, or disconjugate, with the eyes moving in
different directions, asynchronously or synchronously [52]. In pri-
mates, eye movements are conjugate with precise alignment of a target
on the two foveas, whereas in fish and in birds, eye movements are
mostly disconjugate [52]. Such differences raise the question of the
ocular control systems that potentially govern monocularity, binocu-
larity and the switch from one to the other (von Helmholtz, 1896 cited
in [24,55,60]). Studies of non-mammalian vertebrates suggest that the
basic organisation of the oculomotor control system is monocular, with
separate motor commands for each eye [24,79–81].

6.1. Are eye movements of chameleons truly 'independent'?

Eye movements in chameleons are mostly referred to as asynchro-
nous, independent, uncoupled or disconjugate

Fig. 5. A scheme of the experimental setup
(from overhead) with the chameleon on the
vertical pole and the threat (the experimenter
or a threatening object). (A) The chameleon is
positioned opposite (ca. 180°) the threat, as an
initial state, or following position correction
with eyes (RE right eye; LE left eye) equidistant
from the threat. (B) The relative positions of
the chameleon and the threat change by pole
rotation, so that one eye (assuming the role of
the “Leading Eye”) draws closer to the threat,
while the opposite eye (assuming the role of
the “Following Eye”) draws away. If the di-
rection of the pole rotation is reversed, the eyes
reverse their roles (Lustig, et al. 2012a, Animal
Cognition, Lustig, et al. 2012b, PlosOne; With
permission).
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Fig. 6. Avoidance response patterns of the two side-biased groups on a narrow pole.
Shawn are ventral surface exposure (mean ± SE) on narrow poles in response to right- or left-approaching threats in chameleons of the right-biased group (A,
N=14) and of the left-biased group (B, N=10). Exposure readings are at 200-ms intervals, (a) at the onset of pole rotation, (b) at the end of pole rotation, and (c) at
the end of the test (Lustig, et al. 2012, PlosOne; With permission).

Fig. 7. (A-C), Angular positions of the tested chameleon and
the threat (schematic overhead view, threat moving counter-
clockwise). (P) - pole. (A) Angle α between the sagittal plane
(S) of the chameleon’s head and the center of the threat (T).
(B) Angle β, between the sagittal plane of the chameleon’s
head and the line connecting the center of the threat and the
center of the pole. (C) An instant during which gaze directed
by the left eye (the “leading eye”, LE) is on threat and the right
eye (the “following eye”, FE) - off threat. (D) An overhead
view of a just hatched chameleon. Gaze directions: yellow -
line of sight of leading eye; red – line of sight of following eye;
black – direction of threat. Time −680msecs from onset of
exposure, at angular velocity of 45°/sec (Lev Ari, et al. 2016,
Journal of Comparative Physiology; With permission).
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[2,3,24,51,55,58,82–87], implying an independent motor control for
each eye. Similar to other animals with laterally placed eyes and dis-
conjugate eye movements, chameleons can simultaneously view two
disparate parts of the visual sphere. Each viewed space may contain a
moving target that is available only to the respective eye and, if small,
may require precise monocular tracking and the need for divided at-
tention. However, knowledge on the capacity among vertebrates to
perform simultaneous monocular tracking is lacking.

Von Helmholtz (1896, cited in [24,55,60]) and, more recently, Ott
(2001) proposed the operation of two independent premotor neuronal
circuits for the left and right eye saccadic motor control [24]. The
neuronal coupling of these premotor circuits during eye-head co-
ordination results in binocular coupling in prey tracking. It is possible
to learn about the interplay between the command units from the ob-
served switching between coupled and uncoupled saccadic eye move-
ments. Comparable switching between eyes in saccades has been de-
scribed in the sandlance [55].

How can monocular control of eye movements at the behavioural
level be demonstrated? One possibility is to simultaneously present the
eyes each with a single, small moving target and determine their ca-
pacity to track the targets. Ketter-Katz et al., (2015) used chameleons,
C. chamaeleon, as an animal models in a an attempt to answer this
question [88]. Kirmse (1988) tested the ability of chameleons to si-
multaneously and monocularly track two prey targets moving in op-
posite directions concluding that chameleons are unable to perform the
task [52]. Rather, their gaze alternates, so that when one eye tracks a
target, the contralateral eye is idle [79]. In contrast to the above study,
Ketter-Katz and colleagues [88] employed the chameleon’s distinct pre-
capture binocular fixation [2,3,24,83] as a well-defined starting point,
to ensure that both eyes were gazing at, and thus were attentive to, the
same target at the very onset of each test. It was predicted that the
subsequent tracking of the targets would require precise eye motion
(e.g., smooth tracking) and division of attention [89].

Can chameleons visually track two targets, simultaneously and
monocularly? What are the coarse and fine patterns of the eye move-
ments involved? Do the eyes differ? Chameleons were trained to re-
spond to a digital prey, a small (13× 7mm) black rectangle with two
ventral jittering appendages, on a white background [88]. The tested
chameleon could approach the screen on a horizontal pole, perpendi-
cular to the screen, and attempt to strike at the target. A positive re-
sponse comprised the natural predatory sequence: Approaching the
target, viewing the target binocularly and performing an IP (Fig. 9A,
Supplementary movie #6) [2,24]. At the instant of IP, the target split
into two separate targets, identical to the original yet moving hor-
izontally in opposite directions. In response to a single digital, moving
target, the eyes converged and remained at an unchanged angle in their
orbits while tracking with head movements (Fig. 9C), as towards nat-
ural prey [24]. When the target splits into two, the convergent, bino-
cular gaze immediately ceased, and eye direction diverged with each
eye tracking the target on its side, leading to an increase in inter-ocular
gaze angle (Figs. 9B, D, 10 ). At a given point, one eye abruptly stopped
tracking its target and rapidly converged onto the target on the con-
tralateral side, leading to binocular convergence and IP (Supplementary
movie #7). The eyes were consequently termed 'converging eye' and
'tracking eye'. At a finer level, two patterns of gaze shifts were observed,
one comprising sequences with minor and one with pronounced gaze
shifts. The patterns, respectively termed 'steady' and 'steps' (Fig. 11),
share in common aspects of smooth and saccadic tracking [60]. The
tracking eye differed from the converging eye in their motion patterns.
For example, in the converging eye, the durations of steady events were
significantly longer than steps and the frequencies of steady events
were lower, compared with the tracking eye (Fig. 12).

A graphic model for context dependence of eye movements in the
chameleon (Fig. 13) depicts the chameleon’s capacity to switch be-
tween different patterns of eye movement, under differing target con-
ditions: (i) While scanning the environment without a specific target,

Fig. 8. (A) Avoidance quality: The change in head angle relative to the threat, for threat angular velocity of 85°/s (25 frames, N= 10 individuals). Hatched diagonal
line - threat position; solid diamonds - Δβ. (B) Eye direction and change in angle β (Δ β) over three angular velocities (means). The eye patterns are of a smooth phase,
with a brief, sharp change of direction at 640msec (smooth and saccade, Lev Ari, et al. 2016, Journal of Comparative Physiology; With permission).
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chameleons show disconjugate eye movements with large amplitude
saccades performed in one eye while the other is unmoving [24,65,86];
(ii) When fixating on a single moving target, the eyes converge bino-
cularly and move in a coordinated manner at the gross level, yet show
disconjugate steady and step patterns at the fine level [88]; (iii) When
faced with two targets moving in opposite directions, each eye fixates
on one target monocularly. The eyes move in a conjugate manner at the
gross level and show disconjugate patterns at the fine level. The

frequency and duration of fine eye movements show a high coordina-
tion between the two eyes [88]; and (iv) When faced with a moving
threat, the body co-rotates with the threat while one eye fixates on the
threat (leading eye) and the contralateral eye scans the environment
(following eye) [72]. This is yet another support to the notion that eye
movements are context dependent rather than side dependent (Figs. 12
and 13).

Fig. 9. Eye vergence movements for a single target and for two targets. (A) Eye convergence on a single target. (B) Eye divergence on two targets moving in opposite
directions. Red lines- gaze axes; Horizontal hatched bars - head width; Horizontal solid bars - distance between intersection points of the gaze axes (extrapolated) on
the screen. An example of the “prey” target is provided beneath each figure. (C) The direction of gaze in a single target test. The instant of eye convergence is depicted
by the arrow and is followed by binocular tracking. (D) The direction of gaze in a single diverging target test. Phase A – Begins at the instant of target divergence.
Phase B – Begins at the instant of eye divergence. Phase C - Begins at the instant of eye convergence (here the right eye converged towards the left eye). Y axis: origin
(0 deg) is the center of screen; positive values – left side, negative values – right side of the screen; hatched lines – target direction; RE – right eye; LE – left eye. (C) A
sequence of frames (from left to right, at 160ms intervals) from a test on diverging targets (DTT). Gaze direction is depicted by the lines running from each eyeball to
the screen (S). Initial eye convergence (far left) is followed by gaze divergence (two central frames) and a final convergence (far right, Ketter Katz, et al. 2015, Journal
of Experimental Biology; With permission).

Fig. 10. Eye vergence as a function of angular difference be-
tween targets. The figure depicts the absolute magnitude of
divergence of the targets (hatched line) and the absolute
magnitude of vergence between the eyes (open circles- con-
vergence, solid circles- divergence). Binocular tracking – the
period before eye divergence. Monocular tracking – the period
from the onset of eye divergence to the onset of eye con-
vergence. Convergence – the period from the beginning of eye
convergence until its conclusion. IP – tongue initial protrusion
toward one of the targets. Given are mean of means ± s.e.,
n= 7, 1–4 repetitions per individual (Ketter Katz, et al. 2015,
Journal of Experimental Biology; With permission).
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7. Chameleons as an animal model in vertebrate vision research

Research in different fields portrays chameleons as an important
animal model of vision in non-mammalian vertebrates. Why study these
exotic reptiles as an animal model? George Mallory, the legendary
mountaineer, was once asked: 'Sir, why did you climb the Everest?'
'Because it’s there' was his reply. Sheer inquisitiveness, the driving force
of science, is sufficient. The need to know how other vertebrates are
built and how they function, is enough to embark on their study.

Chameleons evolved an array of unique features of colour, shape,
motor, and sensory-visual structures and functions related to their
ecology. One obvious scientific benefit of the 'It is unique - study it!'
approach is the probability to encounter novel phenomena and me-
chanisms that evolved under unstudied selection pressures. One can
safely assume that some of the more influential studies of vision in
chameleons had begun with this approach that subsequently yielded a
rich mine of phenomena and principles. One such case is the study of
chameleons’ optics (Table 1).

Visual adaptations of chameleons to arboreal habitats pertain
mainly to colour production, changes and perception (not discussed in
the present paper). These include a unique integumental colour pro-
ducing mechanism, and a complex retinal colour perception system.
Visual adaptations to insectivoury are expressed in eye optics [58,59],
eye movements [2,51,82,83,86,87], visual/behavioural processes
[3,24,61], and visuo-motor predatory tongue strikes [59]. Optics of

chameleons’ eyes are especially interesting, as they combine an ac-
commodating cornea and a negatively powered lens that overall pro-
duce a 'telephoto eye'. Eye movements of chameleons are extensive and
complex. They are not independent [65–67,72,88] but context depen-
dent, well controlled, with each eye potentially operating separately or
jointly, with a capacity for inter-ocular switching [55].

The above features enable a thorough examination of ocular per-
formance, to much higher levels than can be achieved with other rep-
tiles, ectotherms or vertebrates in general. Through studying eye
movements in chameleons, one can achieve deeper insights into
monocular/binocular information processing, attention (through ac-
commodation), and control.

The motion patterns of the eyes and the body, both under threat and
in predation, are lateralised. Moreover, lateralisation is context de-
pendent, affected by variety of factors and their interactions. These
include origin (left lateralised / right lateralised sub-populations),
viewing conditions (monocular / binocular) and derived context (fol-
lowing vs. leading, tracking vs. converging) [12,14,38]. This is a new
way of looking at decision making dynamics [90] and raises important
questions as to the functional aspects of dynamics of lateralisation in
visuo-motor patterns.

A most important aspect to consider relates to the central nervous
system (CNS). The CNS of chameleons is anatomically and physiologi-
cally similar to other ectotherms, in general, and to reptiles in parti-
cular. It differs from the CNS of mammals in many ways. One such
feature is the full decussation of the optic nerve at the optic chiasma.
This implies that virtually all information from a given eye is first
transferred and analysed in the contralateral brain. The evolution of
decussation is an open issue. Larsson (2011) presented an 'eye forelimb'
hypothesis that 'alteration in the optic chiasma influence the length of
neural pathways that transmit visual information...to nuclei involved in
forelimb coordination' [37,91,92]. Chameleons, with their unique vi-
sual system and ocular capacities are the prime group to experimentally
address such questions.

While chameleons are 'exotic', they may well be the better animal
model for answering questions such as: What determines laterality at a
given task? What drives decisions? What drives context dependency?
How does attention affect decisions? [93,94]. It will be of interest to
study such questions in chameleons using electrophysiological methods
such as single cell analysis methods. These could shed light on questions
such as: What are the patterns of activity of the optic tecta in response
to monocular and to binocular stimuli? What are the levels of connec-
tion between hemispheres and visual areas? What are the patterns of
tectal excitation related to lateralization? One may consider cell-level
decision making of motion and in the Archerfish (Toxotes spp.; [95]) as
models for future chameleon investigations. Archerfish shoot water jets
to down aerial insects. The fish needs to calculate rapidly where the

Fig. 11. Shifts in gaze direction. An example of shifts in gaze direction in a DTT.
(i) “Unshifted” – the overall direction of gaze does not change, (ii) “Shifting
away” – the overall direction of gaze shifts in the direction opposite to that of
target motion, (iii) “Shifting with” – the overall direction of gaze shifts in the
direction of target motion (Ketter Katz, et al. 2015, Journal of experimental
biology).

Fig. 12. Fine patterns of eye motion according to eye role. The figure showing differences between the converging eye (CE) and the tracking eye (TE).in the
frequency of ‘step’ and ‘steady’ and in the duration of ‘steady’ (Ketter Katz, et al. 2015, Journal of Experimental Biology; With permission).
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insect will fall onto the water surface, and reach that point ahead of
nearby conspecifics. The decisions as to the fish motion are based on
rapid retinal computations performed by populations of directionally
selective ganglion cells (see also decision making at the cellular level in
Zebrafish) [96].

8. Conclusions

Chameleons (Reptilia, Chamaeleonidae) have evolved an array of
extreme morphological, optical, motor and visual-motor adaptations
related to their arboreal living and unique prey capture. Most of these
adaptations are shared by no other, or very few vertebrates.
Chameleons can therefore serve as the most suitable animal models in
vision research in aspects such as lateralisation, ocular movements,
binocularity, decision making, context dependence, and related topics.
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